Why train with
Canine Good
Basics?
Your dog learns valuable skills

and develops confidence to prepare them
for everyday situations they may encounter
in their life as a valued family member.

You will develop a better relationship
with your dog and have a lot of fun
along the way.

Why train with
Canine Good
Citizen?
Your dog will gain formal recognition

of its achievements and will be awarded a
Certificate and the Title CGC F (Foundation),
B (Bronze), S (Silver) or G (Gold).

You may benefit from reduced registration

fees as some Local Authorities and Dog Control
Services offer a registration discount for
CGC Certified dogs.

Visit dogsnz.org.nz/cgc
to find your local
Club or Trainer providing
CGB & CGC training
and enrole in a
local course today!
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How to create
a well-mannered
dog and become
a responsible
dog owner
With Purina® Pro Plan®
Canine Good Basics &
Canine Good Citizen
Training
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What is
Canine Good
Basics?
CGB is a basic training
programme aimed at
puppies under 12 months
that will enable you to
have a trustworthy dog
with nice manners.

What is
Canine Good
Citizen?
CGC training enables you
to have dogs of any age that
are respected members of
the community, and trained
to be well mannered at
home, in public places and
in the presence of other
dogs and animals.

Canine Good
Basics training
covers:

Canine Good
Citizen has
4 Levels:

Owner handling and inspection

At each level, exercises
become more demanding

Confidence with people

Foundation

Mouth manners

Confidence around dogs
Responsiveness to owners’ cues
Walking with a loose lead
Returning when called
Sit or down commands
A short stay

LEVEL 1

12 EXERCISES

Emphasises good manners around
people, distractions and loose
lead walking.

Bronze

LEVEL 2

7 EXERCISES

At this level some exercises are
conducted in public areas.

Silver

LEVEL 3

8 EXERCISES

Places an emphasis on safety
and calmness in a variety of settings
including busy public places and
around traffic.

Gold

LEVEL 4

9 EXERCISES

Places even more emphasis on
building confidence in public places,
including being walked by a person
other than the owner.

